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 FLYING LESSONS for  

July 14, 2022 
FLYING LESSONS uses recent mishap reports to consider what might have contributed to accidents, so you can make 
better decisions if you face similar circumstances.  In most cases design characteristics of a specific airplane have little 
direct bearing on the possible causes of aircraft accidents—but knowing how your airplane’s systems respond can make 
the difference in your success as the scenario unfolds. So apply these FLYING LESSONS to the specific airplane you fly.  
Verify all technical information before applying it to your aircraft or operation, with manufacturers’ data and 
recommendations taking precedence.  You are pilot in command, and are ultimately responsible for the decisions 
you make.      

FLYING LESSONS is an independent product of MASTERY FLIGHT TRAINING, INC. www.mastery-flight-training.com  

Pursue Mastery of Flight™ 

This week’s LESSONS: 
This week the U.S. National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) released its final, “probable 
cause” report into the fatal July 2021 crash of a SAIA Marchetti SM-1019B. The warbird, an 
Italian-built two-seat liaison turboprop based on the Cessna O-1/L-19 Birddog, pitched up steeply 
immediately upon liftoff, before rolling sharply left and nosing into the ground. Because the pilot 
was famed Naval aviator, F-14 demonstration pilot and 
civilian airshow pilot Dale “Snort” Snodgrass, this final 
report release has received quite a bit of press coverage 
and internet discussion, far more than usually happens 
when the investigative probable cause is released. Even 
NTSB Vice Chairman (and FLYING LESSONS reader) 
Bruce Landsberg reached out to AVWeb’s Paul Bertorelli 
(yes, he’s a reader too) to be interviewed on video about 
this Probable Cause report. 
See:  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/2021.0724-SAIA-ID.pdf  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EjZQM2MeqIQ  

In the week following the tragic crash I used what we knew at the time as the prompt for a 
series of LESSONS on what might have caused the accident. FLYING LESSONS for August 12, 
2021 posited 12 possible causes and proposed mitigations for each. Possibility #2 on the list was 
“Control lock left installed,” and the suggested mitigation was: 

Scenarios 2, 3, 4 and 7 are mitigated by a simple Controls – Free and Correct check. I 
use a “box check” as described [in the May 19, 2016 LESSONS], moving the controls 
through their entire range of motion and not only confirming the controls do not bind, but 
also that the control surfaces respond correctly to my inputs. I perform the controls check 
before engine start...there’s no reason to start the engine if the controls are binding or 
incorrect, and all the better to catch a control lock or something jammed in a control. I 
then perform the check as directed on the Before Takeoff checklist and make one final 
“controls free” confirmation just before taxiing onto the runway for departure.  

To protect against something having been kicked up into a control during ground operations 
and limiting its movement, and also to solidify the “before taking the runway” habit every time I 
depart, I also make this “taking the runway” check each time I take off in the event I’m doing 
multiple takeoffs and landings on a single flight. 
See:  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/2021.0812-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf 
http://www.mastery-flight-training.com/20160519-flying-lessons.pdf   
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That’s at least three Controls – Free and Correct checks for every flight…in addition to 
moving each control surface to its extremes of movement during the preflight inspection walk-
around, during which I also look to ensure things that move together (elevator) indeed do so, and 
things that move in opposition (ailerons) perform as expected.  

Further, when it’s possible to see into the cockpit during these external movements, I look into 
the cockpit to see that control movement matches stick or wheel position. That’s a lot of controls 
checks, but this accident and many others like it show they are worth it. 

The NTSB’s Probable Cause statement for the SAIA Marchetti crash is: 
The pilot’s failure to remove the flight control lock before departure, which resulted in a loss of airplane 
control and impact with terrain. Contributing to the accident was his failure to perform an adequate preflight 
inspection and flight control check before takeoff.  

See https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/2021.0724-SAIA-ID.pdf  

I take no pleasure in having guessed the eventual probable cause. With 12 possibilities on 
my list, it would have been notable if the final determination was not in my FLYING LESSONS 
report. But the oversight is common enough that it was the second thing on my list (after mis-set 
trim).   

Release of this report reminded me of the earlier demise of a friend, an active airline pilot, 
on the first post-restoration test flight of his PA12 Super Cub in 2017. This tragedy was the 
inspiration for my April 13, 2017 LESSONS. The NTSB Probable Cause finding for this crash is: 

The incorrect rigging of the elevator control cables, which resulted in a reversal of elevator control inputs 
applied by the pilot during the takeoff, an excessive nose-high pitch, and subsequent aerodynamic stall after 
takeoff. Also causal was the inadequate postmaintenance inspection and the pilot's inadequate preflight 
inspection and before takeoff check, which failed to detect the misrigging.  

See:  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/2017.0413-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/2017.0408-PA12-FL.pdf  

Although the “grapevine” already told of the backwards elevator control linkage in the first 
days after my friend’s death, official details were scarce at the time. I chose to focus my April 13 
LESSONS on the wider subject of a Post-Maintenance Acceptance Checklist, which includes 
numerous things in addition to the basics like Controls – Free and Correct.   
See https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/2017.0413-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  

The problem transcends pilot experience and airplane type. Following the May 31, 2014 
takeoff crash of a Gulfstream IV jet during a rejected takeoff at Bedford, Massachusetts that killed 
all seven aboard, the NTSB took the unprecedented action of tasking a private organization, the 
National Business Aviation Association (NBAA) with investigating the crew’s failure to identify an 
installed gust lock and publishing a report providing mitigation techniques. Downloading and 
reviewing cockpit recorders of the final flight as well as the previously recorded 175 flights in that 
airplane by that flight crew, NBAA found that the crew failed to perform Controls – Free and 
Correct checks on 98% of those 175 flights. As Bruce Landsberg said in the AVWeb video, 
this is clearly the result of normalization of deviance, that is, an unsafe practice becoming 
Standard Operating Procedure simply because “nothing bad has happened to me.”  

I caution readers to add a one-word parenthetical statement to that phrase: “Nothing bad 
has happened to me (yet).” 
See: 
www.nbaa.org   
https://nbaa.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/nbaa-report-business-aviation-compliance-with-manufacturer-required-flight-
control-checks-before-takeoff.pdf  
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Past LESSONS have focused on similar events involving multipilot and military aircrews. In 
fact, invention of the flight crew checklist itself is the direct result of such a crash, the Boeing 
Model 299 (XB-17) accident at Wright Field, Ohio in 1935.  
See https://www.nationalmuseum.af.mil/Visit/Museum-Exhibits/Fact-Sheets/Display/Article/610002/model-299-crash/  

Coincidentally, several weeks ago I recorded a Pilot Workshops Tip of the Week about 
controls checks…and it came up in the rotation to be published this week. 
See https://pilotworkshop.com/tips/control-check-oversight/  

Control locks serve a valuable purpose: to protect control surfaces from damage if the 
airplane is parked outside in the wind. So control locks are not going to go away.  

What must go away is being so complacent that one of the most vital and basic of all 
preflight checks, Controls – Free and Correct, is skipped…when it should be done no less than 
twice, before engine start and before taxiing onto the runway for takeoff, on every flight.  

Controls – Free and Correct is one example of why checklist discipline is so important. 
No matter how great your experience and skills—an intercontinental bizjet crew, the crew of a C-
130, a former Navy fighter demonstration pilot—it can and has happened. It certainly can 
happen to me and you, if we let it. 

If you think something like a controls check is a waste of time, you’ve become 
complacent. Double down on your discipline to do the “waste of time” things even more 
methodically and completely. It’s these “little” things that can get even the most experienced pilot. 
Comments? Suggestions? Questions? Let us know at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  

See https://pilotworkshop.com 
 

Debrief: Readers write about recent FLYING LESSONS: 

Reader David Clark, a first-time financial supporter of FLYING LESSONS this week, sent this 
note when I thanked him for his donation: 

You are quite welcome. MFT has the highest signal-to-noise ratio of all the aviation publications I receive.  

Will you be presenting at AirVenture this year? Will you send out a schedule? 

Thank you again, David. I greatly appreciate your support and encouragement. I’m making four 
presentations this year at Oshkosh: two for my employer the American Bonanza Society in its 
display tent across the street from Theater in the Woods: 

 Beech Accidents: Bad News is Good News   Monday 1 PM 
 ABS Beech Instructor Crosstalk: How to Teach Beech Friday 10 AM 

I’m also part of this ABS Beech-specific forum in EAA Pavilion #2: 

 Flying Beech Airplanes Safety     Thursday 10 AM 
And I’ll present this non-Beech-specific program in the air-conditioned FAA Safety Center, near 
the base of the Control Tower: 
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 Three Accidents, Many Lessons    Friday 12 PM 
See www.bonanza.org  

This reminds me as well that there’s still time (barely) to ensure you’re Good Enough for 
Oshkosh if you intend to fly into what that week will be the world’s busiest airport. Consider these 
short items from the Tools for Flying Safety page of the Mastery Flight Training website: 

#1 Know the NOTICE 

#2 Have a Backup; Fill ‘er Up 

#3 Airspeed Control 

#4 Call the Ball 

#5 Passenger Training 

#6 Accept or Decline 

If you’re good enough, have a great flight in. I’ll see you at Oshkosh! 
See: 
https://mastery-flight-training.com/tools-for-flying-safely-2/  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Flying-to-OSH-1-Know-the-NOTICE.pdf  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/flying-to-osh-2backup-and.pdf  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/flying-to-osh-3airspeed.pdf  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/flying-to-osh-4call-the.pdf  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/flying-to-osh-5passenger.pdf  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/flying-to-osh-6accept-or.pdf  

Reader Art Utay writes about a minor but important point I made in last week’s report: 
Per your comment, "I see a lot of “comm confusion” among even experienced pilots…. The technique I’ve 
evolved is to always use the #1 radio for talking and the #2 radio for weather and as a backup." I always 
use radio #1 for operational use (tower, approach, Center, etc). Radio is for monitoring/info (ATIS, 121.5, 
ground). 

That’s how I do it, and how I (briefly) described it last week. Way back in my 1995 book Cockpit 
Resource Management: The Private Pilot’s Guide I illustrated this concept, learned before flip-flop 
radio tuners, using only the active and most recent frequencies. In the text I describe using the #2 
for ATIS and Flight Watch (back when we had it). I recommended always using the #1 radio to 

transmit, to avoid comm confusion. Thanks, Art. 
If you wish to read from this ancient text expand the photo at left. You 
might still be able to find CRM on used book sites; if you really want it, 
look for the expanded Second Edition from 1998…or wait for my 
retirement when I can vastly update this with information from (currently) 
over 20 years of FLYING LESSONS. 

See https://www.amazon.com/Cockpit-Resource-Management-
Thomas-Turner/dp/0070656053  

 

More to say? Let us learn from you, at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  
 

 
See www.nafinet.org.  
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All to Stay Dry 
The June 2022 issue of Gene Benson’s Vectors for Safety included a link to the NTSB report of 
an incredible item I’ve excerpted from here: 

The flight instructor was conducting the 16-year-old student pilot’s first instructional flight. After completing 
several takeoffs and landings, they “taxied around the airport multiple times,” during which they experienced 
“light to sometimes moderate” rain. At the conclusion of the lesson, the rain became heavy enough that 
visibility was reduced, and the instructor decided to taxi the airplane into its open hangar to avoid getting 
wet. As they approached the hangar, the instructor noted a set of wheel chocks on the ground, and with the 
engine still running, he instructed the student to exit the airplane, walk around the propeller arc, and 
move the chocks so that he, “could taxi the airplane nose-first into the hangar...then turn it around 
once inside and shut down.” He stated that he repeated the instructions to ensure that the student 
understood. The student subsequently exited the airplane and walked forward into the spinning 
propeller, resulting in serious injury.  

Read the full account and Gene’s commentary. 

Holy (expletive deleted): That the CFI not only directed an underage, first-lesson student to exit a 
running airplane and move a chock, apparently just so he would not get wet (although the student 
probably would) is unconscionable. I can only imagine what other demonstrations of poor 
judgment that instructor might present to students in the course of Private Pilot instruction, and 
how inadequately he might be at promoting a safety culture students would take with them for 
their flying careers.  

How do instructors betray the trust students place in them like this? How do we identify habits like 
this during pilot and flight instructor certification, and correct them…or prevent the candidate from 
earning certification?   

Thanks, Gene, for bringing this one to my attention, and all the work you put into Vectors for 
Safety. 
See:  
https://www.vectorsforsafety.com/blog/vectors-for-safety-june-2022  
https://data.ntsb.gov/carol-repgen/api/Aviation/ReportMain/GenerateNewestReport/103380/pdf  

Share safer skies. Forward FLYING LESSONS to a friend 

 
MFT has the highest signal-to-noise ratio of all the aviation publications I receive. – David Clark 

Please help cover the costs of providing FLYING LESSONS through the secure 
donations button at www.mastery-flight-training.com.  

Or send a check to Mastery Flight Training, Inc. to 247 Tiffany Street, Rose Hill, Kansas USA 67133. 
Thank you, generous supporters.   

 
 

Pursue Mastery of Flight. 

Thomas P. Turner, M.S. Aviation Safety  
Flight Instructor Hall of Fame Inductee 
2021 Jack Eggspuehler Service Award winner 
2010 National FAA Safety Team Representative of the Year  
2008 FAA Central Region CFI of the Year 
Three-time Master CFI 
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